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Abstract
While there is ample evidence of discrimination against women in the workplace, it
can be difficult to understand what factors contribute to discriminatory behavior. We use
an experiment to both document discrimination and unpack its sources. First, we show
that, on average, employers prefer to hire male over female workers for a male-typed task
even when the two workers have identical resumes. Second, and most critically, we use a
control condition to identify that this discrimination is not specific to gender. Employers
are simply less willing to hire a worker from a group that performs worse on average, even
when this group is instead defined by a non-stereotypical characteristic. In this way, beliefs
about average group differences are the key driver of discrimination against women in our
setting. We also document some evidence for in-group preferences that contribute to the
gender discrimination observed. Finally, our design allows us to understand and quantify
the extent to which image concerns mitigate discriminatory behavior.
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Introduction

Understanding the drivers of gender differences in labor market outcomes has been an important topic of study among labor economists, with research identifying sizable roles for occupational segregation, differences in human capital accumulation, demand for flexibility, and
differences in preferences (Goldin, 2014; Card, Cardoso and Kline, 2016; Olivetti and Petrongolo,
2016).1
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Discrimination also contributes to these gender gaps in earnings and advancement. A large
body of empirical work has documented the existence of gender discrimination in labor markets,
often through clever field experiments or with quasi-experimental data (for reviews, see Riach
and Rich (2002) and Blau and Kahn (2017)). Discrimination against women has been found in
bargaining contexts (Ayres and Siegelman, 1995; Castillo et al., 2013; Bowles, Babcock and Lai,
2007), in hiring, employment, and referral contexts (Neumark, Bank and Nort, 1996; Goldin and
Rouse, 2000; Black and Strahan, 2001; Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Moss-Racusin et al.,
2012; Reuben, Sapienza and Zingales, 2014; Baert, De Pauw and Deschacht, 2016; Bohnet, van
Geen and Bazerman, 2016; Sarsons, 2017a), and in academic contexts (Milkman, Akinola and
Chugh, 2012, 2015; Sarsons, 2017b).2
Despite this large literature, important open questions about gender discrimination remain.
One challenge is identifying the primary driver of observed discrimination. Our study attempts
to answer this key question. Traditionally, economists have viewed discrimination through two
distinct lenses: taste-based or statistical. The taste-based argument posits that discrimination is
rooted in preferences, driven by animus or prejudice (Becker, 1957). Statistical discrimination,
on the other hand, is rooted in rational beliefs about average gender differences in abilities or
skills (Phelps, 1972; Arrow, 1973).3 Recently, researchers have proposed more general forms
of belief-based discrimination, with a particular focus on discrimination based upon inaccurate
beliefs. Bordalo et al. (2016) document a role for representativeness-based stereotypes, where
beliefs about groups are not accurate but instead are biased by differences in low probability but
highly representative tails. These inaccurate beliefs can then give rise to self-stereotyping and
discriminatory behavior (Coffman, 2014; Bordalo et al., 2019). In this spirit, Bohren, Imas and
Rosenberg (2017) document discrimination against women on an online math platform and show
that it is most consistent with discrimination based upon biased beliefs.
However, cleanly disentangling these different drivers of discrimination — particularly accurate beliefs, biased beliefs, and tastes — is challenging. Past literature has mainly followed
three approaches. One approach is to test for a role for beliefs by increasing the amount of
information available on individual workers. The argument is that if more informative performance information reduces discrimination, beliefs must play an important role. However, to the
extent that discrimination remains, it is unclear whether it reflects taste-based considerations
or residual belief-based motivations. A second approach is to simply remove information that
identifies the (gender, ethnic, socio-economic, etc.) group to which an individual belongs, for
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instance by taking a name off of a resume, ensuring that any discrimination does not reflect
taste-based motivations.4 However, in contexts where there are group differences in performance
on average, removing information that identifies the group to which an individual belongs not
only rules out taste-based motivations, but also inhibits belief-based discrimination. A final
approach, often used in field data, is to ask whether the observed discrimination is consistent
with profit-maximization, suggesting statistical motivations. However, this has typically required
assuming that the discrimination is driven by accurate, rather than inaccurate, beliefs.
Ideally, what one would do to separate any role of beliefs from tastes would be to recreate the
exact hiring environment where we see discrimination against women, divorced from any genderspecific considerations but not ability-specific considerations. This is our goal. Of course, this
goal would be nearly impossible to achieve in naturally occurring field data. And so, we design a
controlled experiment. We employ a control condition that allows us to benchmark the level of
discrimination we observe against women in a male-typed hiring environment to discrimination
against workers of unknown gender known to be drawn from the same ability distribution as the
women. We do this in a setting where we can provide accurate information both on individual
workers and group differences and where we can measure employer beliefs. It is in this way that
we attempt to separate discrimination based upon tastes and discrimination based upon beliefs
(independent of whether those beliefs are accurate or not).
In a preliminary study, we collect performance information from participants on easy and
hard math and sports quizzes. We use these participants as available “workers” for hire in our
main hiring experiment. In this main hiring experiment, we ask “employers” to make incentivized
choices over available workers. Employers receive information about the easy quiz performances
of available workers. When they choose to hire a worker, they are paid based upon the hard
round performance of that worker, which is unknown to them at the time of the decision.
The hiring experiment involves two treatments that vary only in their labeling of the available workers: a Gender treatment and a Birth Month treatment. In the Gender treatment,
participants make hiring decisions between female and male workers, labeled as such, while in
the Birth Month treatment, participants make decisions over workers born in an even month or
workers born in an odd month. Importantly, the actual set of available workers is held constant
across the two treatments; we simply vary how the workers are labeled. To implement this, we
use two subsamples to generate our pool of available workers: women born in even months and
men born in odd months. Thus, while the labels used to describe the available workers vary by
treatment, the performances of the available workers do not. In both treatments, participants
4
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receive accurate, detailed information about the distribution of performances across the groups
prior to making their hiring decisions, generating similar ex-post beliefs about the average ability
gap (male/female gap and odd/even gap) across the two treatments. In this way, we abstract
away from the belief formation process.5 Importantly, what we care most about is not whether
beliefs are accurate or not (although our data can speak to this), but instead on how a given set
of beliefs drives behavior in each treatment.
Our design creates a very similar set of beliefs about average group differences across our
two treatments (the Gender treatment and the Birth Month treatment). Thus, we can ask
whether women are more or less likely to be hired when they are labeled as women, in the
Gender treatment, than when they are not, in the Birth Month treatment. Because beliefs of
not only individual performances but also average group differences are the same across the two
treatments, differential discrimination across the two treatments can be attributable to genderspecific tastes, rather than beliefs.
Our new methodology has a number of advantages. First, we elicit employer beliefs of gender
differences, allowing us to directly link beliefs to behavior. Second, our Birth Month treatment better isolates the gender-specific taste component of discrimination by holding beliefs,
both about individuals and groups, constant. It does so by removing information about worker
gender while simultaneously maintaining identical information about individual and group-level
performances. In this way, it provides a useful benchmark to which we can compare the extent
of discrimination against women in the Gender treatment. Holding fixed beliefs about individual
performances and average performance differences across the groups, we can ask whether women
are any less likely to be hired when they are labeled as women rather than as even-month workers.
Third, by replacing the gender labels in the Gender treatment with birth month labels in the
Birth Month treatment, we are able to speak to the relevance of in-group preferences in hiring
decisions, and whether such in-group preferences, are gender-specific.
We find that, on average, women in the Gender treatment are less likely to be hired than
equally able men. That is, when presented with two workers with identical easy quiz performances, one of whom is a man and one of whom is a woman, employers are significantly less
likely to hire the woman than the man on average. Perhaps surprisingly, however, this result is
not specific to gender. When we turn attention to the Birth Month treatment, we observe similar
levels of discrimination against even-month workers. This suggests that the behavior we observe
in our stylized experiment is not driven by animus toward women and instead is more consistent
with belief-based theories of discrimination. In particular, beliefs of average group differences
are key.
We also find evidence of in-group preferences. In the Gender treatment, female employers hire
5
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women more often than male employers do. But, again, this result does not appear to be driven
specifically by gender. When we consider the Birth Month treatment, we find similar in-group
preferences: employers born in even months hire even-month employees more than odd-month
employers do.
One important question is whether our results are driven by image concerns, such as not
wanting to appear sexist. We take this concern seriously in our design, using additional questions
to get at exactly this issue. We explore whether our results persist when there is a veil on
employers’ intentions, reducing image concerns. We operationalize this veil in a manner that
is similar in spirit to the examination of risk as a veil in Exley (2015).6 We continue to find
that women are hired no less often when labeled as women than when labeled as even-month,
suggesting that our failure to document clear evidence of taste-based discrimination against
women is not driven simply by a fear of appearing sexist, or image concerns more generally. The
introduction of a veil of intentions does, however, eliminate in-group preferences, suggesting a
significant role for image concerns in driving these findings.
Our findings point to a key source of gender discrimination: beliefs. In this way, our work
represents an advance within the empirical social science literature on identifying, measuring,
and understanding discriminatory behavior. Our work also has important implications for practitioners interested in limiting discrimination within the workplace. First, it is important to
recognize that we all hold beliefs about others based upon the groups to which these others
belong (their gender, their race, their socioeconomic status, etc.). In many cases, these beliefs
are inaccurate. Inaccurate beliefs are particularly likely when information is more scarce, and in
contexts where stereotypes are prevalent. Second, the results from our experiment suggest that
these beliefs may play a critical role in individual decision-making: beliefs may inform who we
hire, who we promote, and who we turn to for leadership. When making decisions between a
man and a woman, beliefs about average group-level differences across men and women may fuel
discriminatory behavior even when the individual-level performance information on the man and
woman is identical.

2

Design

Our studies are conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk has a number of
features that make it an appropriate and useful platform for our experiment. Most centrally,
on Mturk, it is feasible to collect the large amount of data needed to be adequately powered
for the statistical tests we run.7 Importantly, previous work has shown that behavior among
6
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participants on MTurk and participants in laboratory studies is quite similar, including in the
extent to which they pay attention to and follow instructions (Paolacci, Chandler and Ipeirotis,
2010; Halberda et al., 2012). Many classic laboratory studies have been successfully replicated
on MTurk (Rand, 2012).
In a preliminary study, we collect performance information on four types of quizzes from
participants: an easy and a hard math quiz, and an easy and a hard sports quiz.8 We recruit
100 individuals for an advertised 40-minute academic study with a guaranteed completion fee of
$6. Each of the four quizzes contained 10 multiple-choice questions. Workers had three minutes
per quiz to answer as many questions as possible. To incentivize performance, workers received,
as bonus payment within one week, 10 cents for each question they answered correctly, for one
randomly-selected quiz. The workers were also aware that their performances would potentially
be shown to other participants in follow-up experiments.
The purpose of this preliminary study is to produce a pool of available “workers” for hire
in our hiring experiment. For each worker from this preliminary study, we have performance
information that we can reveal to potential “employers,” enabling us to ask employers to make
incentivized hiring decisions over available workers.
In our main hiring experiment, we ask employers to make incentivized choices over available
workers. We recruit 800 new MTurk participants for a 25-minute academic study with a guaranteed completion fee of $4. Employers receive information about the easy quiz performances
of available workers. Then, they make a series of hiring decisions from different sets of available
workers. Importantly, across every hiring decision they make, the employers have access to (at
least some) information about the easy quiz performance of the available workers. To incentivize
each hiring decision, the employer earns money based upon the hard quiz performance of the
hired worker in each decision and knows that they will receive, as bonus payment within one
week, any associated payoffs from one randomly-selected decision.
In this sense, our design mimics many real world hiring paradigms in three important respects.
First, the employer receives some information about performance on an initial quality assessment
(the easy quiz) for each candidate. Second, performance on this initial assessment (the easy quiz)
serves as a signal of the candidate’s capacity to perform well in the job (the hard quiz). Third,
the employer stands to gain more by hiring workers who ultimately perform better on the job
(the hard quiz).
We describe our experimental design, and treatment variations, in detail below. Appendix C
provides full experiment instructions and screenshots of the experiment.
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2.1

Treatment variations

Our key treatment variation is whether the available workers are described to employers in
terms of their gender, or not. Importantly, our goal is to hold everything else as fixed as possible
among the workers across the two treatments, including employer beliefs about the performances
of the groups of workers. To do this, we construct an admittedly strange, but very useful, set of
available workers. Among the 100 workers who completed our preliminary performance study,
we restrict our attention to two groups of workers: male workers born in odd months (who we
will refer to as “male-odd-month” workers) and female workers born in even months (who we
will refer to as “female-even-month” workers). These two groups of workers will be our available
workers across both treatments of the study. All that will vary is how these workers are described
to employers.9
While employers always make decisions between male-odd-month workers and female-evenmonth workers, employers view different labels for these groups of workers. Employers in the
Birth Month treatment are not provided with the gender labels and see all information and
decisions as between odd-month workers and even-month workers. Employers in the Gender
treatment are not provided with the birth month labels and see all information and decisions as
between male workers and female workers. The treatments are otherwise identical.
In addition, employers are randomly assigned to either the math or sports version of the
study. In the math version of the study, employers see information about worker performance on
the easy math quiz and are incentivized according to worker performance on the hard math quiz.
In the sports version of the study, employers see information about worker performance on the
easy sports quiz and are incentivized according to worker performance on the hard sports quiz.
We conducted two versions of the study to better understand how the extent of discrimination
in a male-typed domain might vary depending upon the seriousness or prestige of the task at
hand. That is, we hypothesized that employers might feel that it is more acceptable or socially
appropriate to discriminate against women in a sillier task, like sports, compared to a more
educationally and career relevant task, like math. In most of the analysis below, we pool the two
versions of the study together and discuss them jointly. In Section 3.3, we analyze the differences
between the two versions.

2.2

Elicitation of Prior Beliefs

In the very first stage of the hiring experiment, we elicit employers’ prior beliefs about the
performance gap between male-odd-month workers and female-even-month workers. We explain
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that we have recruited a past set of MTurk workers to complete easy and hard 10-question quizzes
in math (sports). Employers are asked to provide their beliefs about average group differences
in performance on these quizzes. Employers in the Birth Month (Gender) treatment are asked
about their prior beliefs about the average performance gap between odd-month (male) and evenmonth (female) workers. In particular, employers predict the difference in average scores between
these groups of workers on a 10-question easy quiz and a 10-question hard quiz. Employers could
indicate any feasible average difference (from -10 to 10 problems solved correctly), with positive
numbers indicating a performance gap in favor of odd-month (male) workers in the Birth Month
(Gender) treatment. These beliefs are not incentivized. We collect this information as a baseline
before employers proceed to the Information Stage.

2.3

Information Stage

After providing prior beliefs, employers proceed to the Information Stage. The Information
Stage is a critical component of our design. In order for the Birth Month treatment to serve as
the right comparison treatment for the Gender treatment, employers must have similar beliefs
about the performances of the two groups of workers in both treatments. That is, our goal
is to have the perceived gender gap in performance be roughly equal to the perceived birthmonth gap in performance when we compare across the two treatments. This is obviously
unlikely in terms of prior beliefs. So, we achieve this by providing accurate and comprehensive
information about performances on the easy quiz in our experiment. We show each employer the
full distribution of performances on the easy quiz for female-even-month workers and male-oddmonth workers. However, rather than just show this information once (i.e. present one histogram
of performances), we reinforce this information by showing different subsamples of this data to
the employer.
In particular, we draw various subsets of performances on the easy quiz of female-evenmonth workers and male-odd-month workers from our experiment. To give a concrete example,
an employer sees the following subset of performances: a histogram of the performances of all
female-even-month workers born between the between the 1st - 15th of the month compared
to a histogram of the performances of all male-odd-month workers born between the 1st - 15th
of the month. This allows the employer to compare performances among men and women (or
among even-month and odd-month workers) among this particular subset. Then, they see a new
subset of performances, selected by drawing workers from another range of birth dates. In total,
employers see 12 different sets of distributions, each drawing from a different range of possible
birth dates. The first 11 sets of distributions that employers see are formed by restricting the
subset of workers to those born during different date ranges (see Appendix Table A.1 for more
details on how these distributions are formed). The 11 distributions are unique but overlapping
(that is, an employer only sees the screen with the distributions for workers born between the
1st - 15th of the month once, but she also sees a screen with the distributions for workers born
8

between the 1st - 10th days of the month). The order in which these 11 sets of distributions
are shown is randomized at the participant level, and each is presented on a separate screen.
For all participants, the 12th and final set of distributions contains the full distributions, the
histograms of the performances of all male-odd-month workers and female-even-month workers
in our experiment.10 Figure 1 illustrates how this information was displayed to participants,
using the final set of full distributions.
Figure 1: Worker Performance on the Easy quiz

(a) Math Version

(b) Sports Version

Note: Panel A shows the performance distributions in the easy math quiz for female-even-month
workers, who have an average performance of 3.27, and male-odd-month workers, who have an
average performance of 3.96. Panel B shows the performance distributions in the easy sports quiz
for female-even-month workers, who have an average performance of 4.50, and male-odd-month
workers, who have an average performance of 5.50. The labels “Female” and “Male” shown here
are those that would appear in the Gender treatment. In the Birth Month treatment, the labels
would instead read “Even” and “Odd”, respectively. Each employer saw these distributions as
the final screen of the Information Stage.

In addition, we seek to increase the employers’ engagement with these data by requiring
them to make incentivized decisions based upon this information. For each set of the 12 sets
of distributions they see, we ask employers to make an incentivized decision. For each set of
distributions, the employers are asked to select one distribution from which they would like to
hire. In the Birth Month treatment, the options are “The Even Month Group”, “The Odd Month
Group” and “Let Chance Determine the Group.” In the Gender treatment, the options are “The
Female Group”, “The Male Group” and “Let Chance Determine the Group.” If an employer
10
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selects “Let Chance Determine the Group,” the computer flips a coin to determine which group
is hired from. We provide the “Let Chance Determine the Group” option in order to better
identify indifference among our population; with this option available, it seems more likely that
a choice of one of the other two groups reflects a strict preference.
If one of these decisions is randomly selected as the decision that counts for payment, one
worker from the selected group is chosen at random to be hired. The hired worker receives an
additional 25 cents as bonus payment. Employers receive 10 cents for each question answered
correctly by the hired worked on the hard quiz.
The main goal of these choices is to encourage employers to engage with this information,
incorporating it into their beliefs about the average performance gap. While we can consider
choices made during this stage of the experiment when evaluating the degree of discrimination,
they are not as informative about the drivers of discrimination. This is because beliefs are likely
not fixed at this stage in the experiment, and may evolve differently across the two treatments.
Nonetheless, we discuss these Information Stage hiring decisions, and what we can learn from
them, in Section 3.5.

2.4

Elicitation of Posterior Beliefs

After completing the Information Stage, employers are re-asked all of the beliefs questions
from the Elicitation of Prior Beliefs stage. That is, they see the same beliefs questions again so
that we can collect posterior beliefs. Again, these beliefs are not incentivized. The key data for
us are employers’ posterior beliefs of average differences in performance across the two groups.
Our goal is to ensure similar beliefs of average performance differences across the two treatments.
That way, we can isolate the role for gender-specific taste considerations, holding beliefs fixed,
by comparing across the Gender and Birth Month treatment.

2.5

Hiring Stage

After the Information Stage and Elicitation of Posterior Beliefs, we ask employers to make
a series of hiring decisions between specific pairs of workers. In each hiring decision, employers
in the Birth Month treatment are asked whether they want to hire “The Even-Month Worker,”
the “Odd-Month Worker,” or “Let Chance Determine Who is Hired.” Employers in the Gender
treatment are asked whether they want to hire the “The Female Worker,” “The Male Worker,” or
“Let Chance Determine Who is Hired.” Again, the chance option allows employers to explicitly
express indifference. For each hiring decision, employers learn the two workers’ exact performances on the easy quiz. We vary the performances of the available workers and the payoffs to
hiring each across a series of 54 decisions, split across six screens (within-subject).
On each screen in the Hiring Stage, employers make nine hiring decisions. For each, they are
told the easy quiz performances of the two workers in the pair. In three of the hiring decisions,
the available workers have the same performance on the easy quiz. The number of questions
answered correctly (out of 10) by the male-odd-month worker versus the female-even-month
10

worker is (i) 4 versus 4, (ii) 6 versus 6, and (iii) 8 versus 8. In the other six hiring decisions on
the screen, the male-odd-month worker has a weaker performance than the female-even-month
worker: (iv) 4 versus 5, (v) 4 versus 6, (vi) 4 versus 7, (vii) 4 versus 8, (viii) 6 versus 7, and
(ix) 6 versus 8. We choose to focus on decisions in which the female-even-month worker weakly
outperforms the male-odd-month worker so that we can easily classify all decisions not to hire
the female worker as discrimination against women.
Across the screens in the Hiring Stage, we vary the payoffs to hiring each worker. On the
first Hiring Stage screen, the payoff to hiring either worker is 10 cents for each question answered
correctly by their hired worker on the hard quiz.
In these stark, side-by-side hiring decisions, employers may feel that choosing not to hire the
female-even-month worker (who always has a weakly better performance) is harmful to their selfimage or social-image. This might be particularly true in the Gender treatment due to concerns
about perceived sexism. A key question we wish to ask is whether social desirability concerns, or
image concerns more generally, limits the extent of discrimination against the female-even-month
worker. To do this, we introduce additional sets of hiring decisions where we provide a clear and
easily justifiable “excuse” for the employer not to hire the female-even-month worker, similar in
spirit to Exley (2015).11
Paralleling Exley (2015), the potential excuse we provide takes the form of risk. We present
again the hiring decisions from the first screen of the hiring stage. But now, we alter each decision
so that the decision to hire a female-even-month worker becomes risky. In these decisions, the
payoff remains 10 cents per correct answer on the hard quiz if the employer hires a male-oddmonth worker. But, if the employer hires a female-even-month worker, there is some risk that the
employer will receive nothing. In particular, if an employer hires a female-even-month worker,
she receives 10 cents for each question correctly answered by that worker on the hard quiz with
P% chance but no payment for that particular hiring decision with (100-P)% chance. Across
the second through sixth Hiring Stage screens, the risk of hiring the female-even-month worker
increases, as we decrease P from 99, 95, 90, 75 to 50.
From an image perspective, the introduction of this risk can help to serve as a veil on employer
intentions. If an employer does not hire a woman when the payoffs to hiring either the man or
the woman are the same, this could easily be interpreted as discriminatory or sexist behavior.
But, if that same employer does not hire the woman under the risky decisions, an alternative
interpretation is more readily available: the employer is just profit-maximizing. In this way,
employers who would like to discriminate against women in riskless decisions — but feel reluctant
to do so due to image concerns — may feel more able to do so in the risky decisions. Of course,
11
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this explanation seems most relevant in the Gender treatment (where image concerns about
sexism are clear). So, our Birth Month control condition is helpful in isolating this mechanism.
The introduction of risk decreases the expected payment from hiring a female-even-month
worker in both treatments. So, we expect less hiring of female-even-month workers in the risky
decisions than in the riskless decisions under both treatments. But, if in addition, we see a larger
employer reaction to the introduction of risk in the Gender treatment than in the Birth Month
treatment (that is, a bigger drop in the rate of hiring female-even-month workers), this suggests
that some of the reaction in the Gender treatment is not just about the expected decrease in
payoff. Instead, it may also suggest an enabling of discrimination that had previously been
mitigated by image concerns in the riskless decisions.
If one of these 54 hiring decisions is randomly selected to count for payment, employers receive
the amount of money earned in the selected decision as an additional bonus payment. Their hired
worker from the selected decision also receives 25 cents as additional bonus payment.
This design is summarized in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2: Preliminary Study to Create Pool of Workers
Collect performance data from 100 workers
• Performance on easy quiz
• Performance on hard quiz

Create two pools of workers

25 Women born in Even
Months

25 Men born in Odd
Months

Present these two pools to employers in the hiring
experiment
• Described as women and men in GENDER treatment
• Described as even-month and odd-month in BIRTH
MONTH treatment
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Figure 3: Overview of Hiring Experiment
Elicitation of Prior Beliefs
Report believed performance
differences by gender OR birth month.
Information Stage
Receive accurate information on average performance
differences on easy quiz by gender OR birth month.
Elicitation of Posterior Beliefs
Report updated believed performance
differences by gender OR birth month.
No Risk Hiring Decisions (Screen 1)
Decide whether to hire male/female worker OR
odd month/even month worker.
Receive $0.10 per problem solved correctly on hard quiz
by hired worker.
Risky Hiring Decisions (Screens 2 – 6)
Decide whether to hire male/female worker OR
odd month/even month worker.
Receive $0.10 per problem solved on hard quiz by hired
worker .
But, receive payoff with only probability
p = {0.99,0.95,0.90,0.75,0.50}
if hired worker is female OR even month.
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Results

We begin by examining employers’ beliefs in Section 3.1. We then investigate hiring decisions
in Section 3.2, revealing an important role for beliefs. To provide more insight, we explore how
the extent of discrimination varies by domain (math versus sports) in Section 3.3, and how the
extent of discrimination varies by type of employer (male versus female) in Section 3.4.
We start first by considering decisions from the Hiring Stage where employers can choose
between a female-even-month worker and a male-odd-month worker with identical easy round
performances. We focus on these decisions for two reasons. First, because the workers have identical easy round performances, it is a clear-cut environment in which to look for discrimination:
absent discrimination, we expect female-even-month and male-odd-month workers to be hired at
identical rates. Second, since these decisions occur after the Information Stage where all grouplevel information is provided, we can more reasonably assume that beliefs have been fixed and are
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similar across treatments. This allows us not just to document the extent of discrimination, but
also to speak to its sources. After this main analysis, we explore all other decisions that employers make during our study. In particular, Section 3.5 details the hiring decisions that employers
make during the Information Stage as well as the hiring decisions that employers make when
the female-even-month worker has a better easy round performance than the male-odd-month
worker in the Hiring Stage. Finally, we document the robustness of our findings by showing that
employer decisions look quite similar in a highly simplified follow-up hiring experiment with a
new sample of employers.

3.1

What beliefs do employers hold?

Figure 4 displays the kernel densities of employers’ prior beliefs about the performance gap
on the hard and easy quizzes between male-odd-month workers and female-even-month workers.
As we expect, employers initially believe that male workers outperform female workers by a
significantly larger amount than odd-month workers outperform even-month workers (see Panels
A and C; the p-value for across-treatment differences in prior beliefs is <0.01 for both the easy
and hard quizzes, using either a K-S test or a t-test). After employers complete the Information
Stage, however, posterior beliefs about these gaps are no longer significantly different across
treatments (see Panel B and D; the p-value for across-treatment differences in posterior beliefs
is >0.10 for both the easy and hard quizzes, using either a K-S test or a t-test).12
Our Information Stage “works” in the sense that, afterwards, the extent to which employers
in the Gender treatment believe male workers outperform female workers is the same as the
extent to which employers in the Birth Month treatment believe odd-month workers outperform
even-month workers. Given that, on average, employers believe there is a significant gap in average performance, this provides a clear motive to statistically discriminate. And, since beliefs are
similar across treatments, we should expect a similar degree of this type of belief-based discrimination across treatments. Thus, if we see different levels of discrimination across treatment, we
can attribute this to gender-specific tastes, rather than beliefs.
Although not central to out investigation, we can also speak to the accuracy of these beliefs.
We note that posterior beliefs get the direction of the difference right on average, but exaggerate
it — believing male-odd-month workers outperform female-even-month workers on both the
hard and easy quizzes by more than they actually do.13 This is in line with the model of biased
12

Appendix Table A.2 confirms that this belief convergence is on average statistically significant and shows
that it is similar when separately considering workers’ performance on sports or math.
13
In the sports version, the average posterior belief of this gap is 2.76 on the hard quiz and 2.62 on the easy
quiz, while the actual average gap in performance is 1.1 on the hard quiz and 1.0 on the easy quiz. If we test
whether the believed gap is significantly different than the observed gap in performance, we reject the null of
equality with p<0.01 for both the hard and easy quiz. Similarly, in the math version, the average posterior belief
of the gap is 1.54 on the hard quiz and 1.07 on the easy quiz, while the actual average gap is 0.451 on the hard
quiz and 0.692 on the easy quiz. Again, believed gaps are significantly different than observed gaps, with p<0.01
on the hard quiz and p = 0.053 on the easy quiz.
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beliefs and stereotyping by Bordalo et al. (2016) and the evidence presented in Bordalo et al.
(2019). It is also worth noting that male-odd-month workers directionally outperform femaleeven-month workers on the hard quiz even when controlling for easy quiz performance.14 Thus,
an employer who statistically discriminates — i.e. practices belief-based discrimination based
upon accurate beliefs — would hire male-odd-month workers over female-even-month workers
when they have the same easy quiz performance. Of course, a decision-maker who holds biased
beliefs — exaggerating the gap — would similarly make this hiring decision. In our investigation,
we will focus on the predictive power of beliefs generally (both accurate and inaccurate), and
focus on distinguishing any belief-based form of discrimination from taste-based considerations.
Figure 4: Beliefs about performance gap between male-odd-month workers and female-evenmonths workers
Two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov: p = 0.96
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Is there discrimination against women?

We begin by considering hiring decisions between a male-odd-month worker and a femaleeven-month worker when all else is equal.15 Employers learn that the payoff rule from hiring
14

In particular, a regression of the hard quiz performance on an indicator for female-even-month workers and
indicators for each easy round performance level indicates that male-even-month workers, relative to female-evenmonth workers, answer an average of 0.422 more questions correctly on the hard sports quiz (p = 0.464) and an
average of 0.538 more questions correctly on the hard math quiz (p = 0.089).
15
For raw data and summary information on employer choices over all decisions in the experiment, see Appendix
Tables A.3, A.4. and A.5.
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either worker is the same: they receive 10 cents per correct answer on the hard quiz by the hired
worker. Employers also receive identical easy quiz performance information on both workers:
both workers are known to answer 4, 6, or 8 (out of 10) questions correctly on the easy quiz.16
If employers neither engage in belief-based nor taste-based discrimination, we expect that
they should hire female-even-month workers 50% of the time.17 This is not the case. Employers
in the Gender treatment only hire female workers in 43% of decisions, significantly below the
50% benchmark.
This discrimination is not specific to gender, however. In the Birth Month treatment, an
even-month worker is hired in just 37% of decisions, also significantly below the 50% benchmark.
Employers in both treatments discriminate against workers associated with the lower-performing
group, consistent with beliefs driving discrimination against women, rather than tastes.
Table 1 provides corresponding regression results, when clustering standard errors at the
employer-level, from specifications of the following form:
P(female-even-month worker is hired) = β1 Gender Treatment
[+β2 Posterior(easy gap)]
[+β3 Posterior(hard-easy gap)]
+

2 X
3
X

vi × dj + 

(1)

i=1 j=1

where P(female-even-month worker is hired) is the probability with which a female-even-month
worker is hired, β1 captures the impact of being in the Gender Treatment, β2 and β3 capture the
coefficient estimates on controls for beliefs (see the table note of Table 1 for details), and vi are
dummies for the math versus sports version while dj are dummies for the performance levels of
the workers.
Column 1 of Table 1 Panel A confirms that taste-based considerations, if anything, work
in favor of women: female-even-month workers are 6 percentage points more likely to be hired
when they are labeled as female workers in the Gender treatment than when they are labeled as
even-month workers in the Birth Month treatment.
In Column 2 of Table 1 Panel A, we directly explore the role of beliefs. We add to the
regression two belief measures: the employer’s posterior belief of the average performance gap
in the easy quiz, and her imputed belief of “differential improvement” from the easy to the hard
16

In the analysis below, we pool these decisions (4 v 4, 6 v 6, and 8 v 8). Results are quite similar for each of
the three decisions independently; see Appendix Table A.6.
17
We code the probability of a female-even-month worker being hired as 1 if she is hired with certainty, 0.5
if chance determines who is hired, and 0 if a male-odd-month worker is instead hired with certainty. Appendix
Table A.7 shows that our main results replicate if we consider other methods of classifying decisions across these
three options.
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quiz.18 Both measures are signed so that a positive gap indicates a belief of a male-odd-month
advantage. Column 2 shows that beliefs are highly predictive of decisions: employers who believe
the performance gap is larger are less likely to hire the worker from the lower-performing group.19
Columns 3 - 4 of Table 1 Panel A present results from when a “veil” for employers’ intentions
is provided. We do this via the addition of risk into the payoff from hiring a female-even-month
worker but not a male-odd-month worker. The key result is that female-even-month workers are
now hired at equal rates across the two treatments. The fact that, under risk, women are now
no more likely to be hired in the Gender treatment than in the Birth Month treatment suggests
that some of the female preference we observe in the stark, riskless environment may be driven
by image concerns.20 Indeed, the odd columns in Appendix Table A.10 show we do not observe
evidence for female preference (greater hiring of women in the Gender treatment than in the
Birth Month treatment) when separately examining our results for each level of risk. This is
true even when the risk is only a 1% chance of no payment from hiring the female-even-month
worker.
But, it is worth emphasizing here that women are still no less likely to be hired in the Gender
treatment than in the Birth Month treatment, even under risk. Thus, gender-based animus
against women does not arise even when a veil for employers’ intentions exists. It does not
appear to be the case that the absence of taste-based discrimination against women in riskless
decisions was only an artifact of image concerns or social desirability bias. Even when intentions
are veiled, women are no worse off being labeled as women than being labeled as even-month.
Taken together, our results may be summarized as follows. When women are the lowerperforming group, they are discriminated against even when their individual performances are as
good as their counterparts. This type of discrimination, however, is not specific to their gender.
Rather, it appears driven by beliefs. Female workers are treated no worse than even-month
workers, even when there is a veil for employers’ intentions.
After seeing these results, we were curious about the extent to which the observed discrimination against women was driven by the fact that participants receive ample, detailed information
about the average gender gap in performance in the easy quiz. We hypothesized that this information may have helped participants feel justified in their decision to discriminate (either through
18

Differential improvement is the idea that participants may believe that the easy quiz performance is differentially predictive of the hard quiz performance across the two groups. To measure this, we difference the
participant’s belief of the hard quiz performance gap and the easy quiz performance gap, and include this
difference-in-differences as a control. By including both differential improvement and posterior belief of the
easy quiz gap, we allow our specifications to depend on beliefs about both the easy and hard quiz. Our results
are not sensitive to this particular construction. Results available upon request.
19
Column 1 of Appendix Table A.8 shows that beliefs are not more predictive in the Gender treatment. So,
while we cannot directly rule out that beliefs in the Gender treatment are more or less strongly held than beliefs
in the Birth Month treatment, it is not the case that one set of beliefs is more predictive than the other.
20
While the preference for hiring women relative to even-month is insignificant under risk, we cannot reject
that the effects are the same in the risk and riskless decisions. See Columns 1 and 2 of Appendix Table A.9.
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Table 1: Hiring decisions between workers with the same performance
Same payoff rule
(1)

(2)

Panel A: Gender and Birth Month Treatments
Gender Treatment
0.061∗∗∗
0.057∗∗∗
(0.019)
(0.018)

Risk in payoff rule only for
female-even-month workers
(3)
(4)
0.026
(0.019)

-0.023∗∗∗
(0.003)

Posterior(easy gap)

0.024
(0.018)
-0.018∗∗∗
(0.003)

-0.011∗∗
(0.005)
Decision FEs
yes
yes
yes
Observations
2400
2400
12000
Panel B: Gender and Gender-No-Information Treatments
No Information
0.002
0.004
0.005
(0.020)
(0.019)
(0.019)
Posterior(hard-easy gap)

-0.011∗∗
(0.004)
yes
12000
0.008
(0.019)

Posterior(easy gap)

-0.021∗∗∗
(0.004)

-0.015∗∗∗
(0.004)

Posterior(hard-easy gap)

-0.014∗∗∗
(0.005)
yes
2409

-0.015∗∗∗
(0.004)
yes
12045

Decision FEs
Observations

yes
2409

yes
12045

∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at the employer-level and shown in
parentheses. The results are from ordinary least squares regressions of the probability with which a femaleeven-month worker is hired over a male-odd-month worker, among employers making hiring decisions between
pairs of workers who have the same performances. Gender Treatment is an indicator for employers in the
Gender treatment. Posterior(easy gap) is an employer’s posterior belief about the average performance
gap in the easy quiz. Posterior(hard − easy gap) is an employer’s posterior belief about the average
performance gap in the hard quiz minus the employer’s posterior belief about the average performance gap
in the easy quiz. No Information is an indicator for employers in the No Information Stage version.
Decisions FEs include 6 fixed effects (with one excluded) that capture whether hiring decisions are between
workers with equal performances on the sports quiz (4 v 4, 6 v 6, or 8 v 8) or between workers with equal
performances on the math quiz (4 v 4, 6 v 6, or 8 v 8). Columns 1 - 2 involve hiring decisions where the
payoff rule is always the same, while Columns 3 - 4 involve hiring decisions where the payoff rule is risky
when hiring female-even-month workers and riskless when hiring male-odd-month workers. Panel A involves
hiring decisions from the Birth Month and Gender treatments, while Panel B involves hiring decisions from
the Gender and Gender-No-Information treatments.

experimenter demand, or because their beliefs are so well-informed). Would participants be
willing to discriminate without any information on the distributions of easy quiz performances?
To test this hypothesis, we ran a new No Information Stage version of the experiment that
simply removed the Information Stage for employers. All other aspects of the design were kept the
same, and we again recruited 800 individuals from MTurk. These results are presented in Panel
B of Table 1, both without risk (Columns 1 - 2) and with risk (Columns 3 - 4). We ask whether
18

female workers are hired as often in the Gender treatment of the No Information Stage version
as in our baseline Gender treatment. Column 1 shows that the level of discrimination against
women is identical without the Information Stage; this remains true when we control for beliefs
in Column 2, and when we consider the risky decisions in Columns 3 and 4. Providing ample
information about differences by gender neither promotes nor inhibits discrimination against
women above and beyond what we find when employers only act on their priors. Employers are
willing to discriminate even based on arguably less informed beliefs.21

3.3

Does the domain matter?

Employers in our experiment are randomized into one of two domain conditions: a math
condition or a sports condition. Both math and sports have been perceived as domains of male
advantage by past experimental participants who completed similar quizzes (Coffman, 2014;
Bordalo et al., 2019). In this sense, we would expect belief-based discrimination against women
in both domains. However, consistent with preliminary investigations by Bordalo et al. (2019),
we hypothesized that employers may feel more at ease discriminating in a domain like sports
as compared to math, as it is arguably less academically relevant, less prestigious, and less ego
relevant. Put differently, the image concerns associated with discriminating against women in
math might be much stronger than those associated with discriminating against women in sports.
We pre-tested this hypothesis empirically among the workers who completed our preliminary
study. After completing all of the quizzes, participants in the preliminary study were asked a
question about the social appropriateness of openly expressing beliefs about performance differences between men and women, in either math or in sports. In particular, they are told:
imagine that some individual held the following belief: on average, it is likely that men performed better than women in the [math/sports] questions. They are then asked: how socially
appropriate would it be for that individual to share that belief with others? They could select,
very socially inappropriate (1), somewhat socially inappropriate (2), somewhat socially appropriate (3), or very socially appropriate (4). Following Krupka and Weber (2013), we incentivize
these beliefs by providing a bonus payment if participants provide the modal answer provided
by other participants. Thus, these answers can be interpreted as participants’ beliefs about the
norms surrounding the appropriateness of beliefs of gender differences in these domains.
Among our sample of 100 performance pool participants, we see significant differences in these
assessments for math versus sports. The average rating for sports is 3.15, somewhere between
somewhat socially appropriate and very socially appropriate. The average rating for math, on
the other hand, is 2.35, closer to somewhat socially inappropriate (p<0.001 for the across-domain
21

We present a replication of our main beliefs figure, Figure 4, for the No Information Stage version as Appendix
Figure A.2. While employers in the Gender treatment still believe there is a significant male advantage in
performance absent information, not surprisingly, there is no significant believed difference in performance in the
Birth Month treatment absent our information. Quite understandably then, discrimination against even-month
workers does not persist in the No Information Stage version (see Appendix Figure A.1).
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difference). This is consistent with our hypothesis that image concerns related to discriminating
against women in math may be more severe than those associated with discriminating in sports.
Taking this hypothesis to our hiring experiment, we predict that individuals will be more
reluctant to discriminate against women in math than in sports in our Gender treatment, particularly without the veil of risk. We expect no differences across math and sports in the Birth
Month treatment. In Figure 5, we show the average rate at which the female-even-month worker
is hired in riskless decisions, when both workers have the same performance. We split the data
both by treatment (Gender versus Birth Month) and also by domain (math versus sports).
There is, on average, discrimination against the female-even-month worker across both domains
and treatments. But, consistent with our hypothesis, we see significantly more discrimination
against the female-even-month worker in sports than in math within the Gender treatment. On
the other hand, and again consistent with our hypothesis, the level of discrimination against the
female-even-month worker in the Birth Month treatment is very similar across sports and math.
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Figure 5: Math vs Sports Version: Hiring decisions between workers with same performance and
payoff rule
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We formalize this analysis in Table 2, where we reproduce Table 1 separately for math and
sports. Columns (1) and (2) consider riskless decisions. In math, we see a strong impact of the
Gender treatment, with the female-even-month worker being significantly more likely to be hired
when she is labeled as female rather than even-month. This points to considerable taste-based
preferences in favor of women in math, even conditional on stated beliefs (Column 2). In sports,
it is still the case that women are, if anything, more likely to be hired under the Gender rather
than the Brith Month treatment, but the effect is much smaller and is statistically insignificant.
This suggests that there is much less “affirmative action” in sports than in math.
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Table 2: Comparing the math and sports versions: hiring decisions between workers with the
same performance
Same payoff rule

Panel A: Math Version
Gender Treatment

(1)

(2)

0.102∗∗∗
(0.027)

0.084∗∗∗
(0.026)

0.061∗∗
(0.027)
-0.020∗∗∗
(0.005)

yes
1200

-0.015∗
(0.008)
yes
1200

yes
6000

-0.016∗∗
(0.008)
yes
6000

0.021
(0.026)

0.026
(0.026)

-0.019
(0.025)

-0.014
(0.025)

Posterior(hard-easy gap)

Posterior(easy gap)

Posterior(hard-easy gap)
Decision FEs
Observations

0.071∗∗∗
(0.027)

-0.028∗∗∗
(0.005)

Posterior(easy gap)

Decision FEs
Observations
Panel B: Sports Version
Gender Treatment

Risk in payoff rule only for
female-even-month workers
(3)
(4)

yes
1200

-0.018∗∗∗
(0.004)

-0.016∗∗∗
(0.005)

-0.008
(0.005)
yes
1200

-0.008
(0.005)
yes
6000

yes
6000

∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at the employer-level and shown in
parentheses. The results are from ordinary least squares regressions of the probability with which a femaleeven-month worker is hired over a male-odd-month worker, among employers making hiring decisions between
pairs of workers who have the same performances. Gender Treatment is an indicator for employers in the
Gender treatment. Posterior(easy gap) is an employer’s posterior belief about the average performance
gap in the easy quiz. Posterior(hard − easy gap) is an employer’s posterior belief about the average
performance gap in the hard quiz minus the employer’s posterior belief about the average performance gap
in the easy quiz. Decisions FEs include 3 fixed effects (with one excluded) that capture whether hiring
decisions are between workers with equal performances of 4 v 4, 6 v 6, or 8 v 8. Columns 1 - 2 involve
hiring decisions where the payoff rule is always the same, while Columns 3 - 4 involve hiring decisions where
the payoff rule is risky when hiring female-even-month workers and riskless when hiring male-odd-month
workers. Panel A involves hiring decisions from the math version, while Panel B involves hiring decisions
from the sports version.

When looking at our pooled analysis, we concluded that female-even-month workers were
significantly less likely to be hired than male-odd-month workers on average, conditional on
having identical performances. And, this discrimination was driven by beliefs, not gender-specific
tastes: female-even-month workers were no less likely to be hired when labeled as female than
when labeled as even-month. Splitting the analysis by math and sports reinforces these findings,
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as these results replicate within both individual domains. The across-domain differences that
do emerge provide additional insights into our results. The taste-based preference that seems
to work in favor of women (revealed by the Gender versus Birth Month comparison) is much
more prominent in math than in sports, consistent with the idea that employers may be more
reluctant to discriminate against women in areas where there are stronger social norms against
it. Just as employers’ behavior seems to reveal that they think it is more “okay” to discriminate
against even-month workers than female workers, their behavior also seems to reveal that is it
more “okay” to discriminate against women in sports than in math.
In Columns (3) and (4), we consider the risky decisions, again parelleling the analysis of Table
1. Across both math and sports, the introduction of risk directionally reduces the size of the
Gender treatment effect, but not by a significant amount. In math, even with the introduction
of risk, women are still significantly more likely to be hired in the Gender treatment than in
the Birth Month treatment. In sports, there continues to be no significant differences across the
Gender and Birth Month treatments.

3.4

Does the gender of the employer matter?

Figure 6 shows that there is substantial heterogeneity in the extent of discrimination when
considering the four types of employers in our experiment as defined by their gender and their
birth month. In the Gender treatment, male employers engage in substantial discrimination
against female workers, hiring them less than 40% of the time. By contrast, and consistent
instead with no discrimination, female employers hire female workers approximately 50% of the
time.22 Thus, in our setting, when gender is known, men discriminate against women, while
women do not seem to discriminate against either women or men.
But, what drives this pattern? Is this something specific to gender? Our Birth Month
treatment reveals that this result appears to be driven by in-group preferences. Just as men
hire women less often than women do, odd-month employers hire even-month workers less often
than even-month employers do. While odd-month employers hire even-month workers 32% of
the time, even-month employers hire even-month workers 41% of the time. Thus, across both
treatments, there is less discrimination by in-group employers (female employers in the Gender
treatment, even-month employers in the Birth Month treatment).
In other words, it is not simply that female employers discriminate less often than male
employers against women. Instead, employers discriminate less often against “in-group” members
more broadly. This is consistent with previous work on in-group preferences that documents that
shared social identities can impact economic outcomes, including studies using both minimal
group paradigms and natural identities (see Tajfel et al. (1971), Brewer (1979), Chen and Li
22

Past evidence on whether female employers are in general more likely to hire female workers is mixed, see for
instance Bagues and Esteve-Volart (2010) and De Paola and Scoppa (2015). In recent work, Cappelen, Falch and
Tungodden (2019) find that women are more likely to discriminate against low-performing males than men are.
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Figure 6: Hiring decisions between workers with same performance and payoff rule
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(2009), Chen and Chen (2011), and Chen et al. (2014)).
We explore this pattern in Table 3. We follow exactly the specifications of Table 1, but start
by replacing the treatment dummy with an in-group dummy (even-month employer in the Birth
Month treatment, or female employer in the Gender treatment) in Column 1. In Columns 2
and 3, we add back in our main treatment dummy and interact it with the in-group dummy,
to ask whether the extent of in-group preferences varies by treatment. Column 1 documents
statistically significant in-group preferences, while Column 2 shows that the extent of in-group
preferences does not vary across treatment. In-group preferences are no stronger in the Gender
treatment than in the Birth Month treatment.
One could ask whether these in-group preferences are well-explained by differences in beliefs
by type of employer. In-group status does appear to influence posterior beliefs. In particular,
within the Gender treatment, male employers on average believe the male advantage in performance on the easy quiz is 2.39 points on average, while women believe it is just 1.16 points on
average. Similarly, within the Birth Month treatment, odd-month employers believe the oddmonth advantage in performance on the easy quiz is 2.48 points on average, while even-month
employers believe it is 1.91 points on average. However, these differences in beliefs do not explain
the extent of in-group preferences we observe in our hiring decisions. This can be seen in Column
3, where we add the full set of employer beliefs to the regression model. While beliefs are once
again strongly predictive of employer decisions, we see significant in-group preferences on top of
stated beliefs.
Interestingly, however, in our setting, in-group preferences appear quite malleable. When
provided with a veil on their intentions via the introduction of risk, employers do not demonstrate
23

Table 3: Hiring decisions between workers with the same performance
Same payoff rule
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.098∗∗∗
(0.019)

0.090∗∗∗
(0.026)

0.081∗∗∗
(0.025)

Gender Treatment

0.055∗∗
(0.025)

Gender Treatment*In-Group

0.020
(0.037)

In-Group

Risk in payoff rule only for
female-even-month workers
(4)
(5)
(6)
0.012
(0.019)

0.008
(0.025)

0.001
(0.024)

0.057∗∗
(0.025)

0.022
(0.025)

0.025
(0.025)

0.007
(0.036)

0.009
(0.038)

-0.002
(0.037)

Posterior(easy gap)

-0.021∗∗∗
(0.003)

-0.018∗∗∗
(0.003)

Posterior(hard-easy gap)

-0.011∗∗
(0.005)
yes
2400

-0.011∗∗
(0.004)
yes
12000

Decision FEs
Observations

yes
2400

yes
2400

yes
12000

yes
12000

∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at the employer-level and shown
in parentheses. The results are from ordinary least squares regressions of the probability with which
a female-even-month worker is hired over a male-odd-month worker, among employers making hiring
decisions between pairs of workers who have the same performances. In-Group is an indicator for
employers who know they share some demographic characteristic with the female-even-month workers
(i.e., even-month employers in the Birth Month treatment and female employers in the Gender treatment).
Gender Treatment is an indicator for employers in the Gender treatment. Posterior(easy gap) is
an employer’s posterior belief about the average performance gap in the easy quiz. Posterior(hard −
easy gap) is an employer’s posterior belief about the average performance gap in the hard quiz minus
the employer’s posterior belief about the average performance gap in the easy quiz. Decisions FEs include
6 fixed effects (with one excluded) that capture whether hiring decisions are between workers with equal
performances on the sports quiz (4 v 4, 6 v 6, or 8 v 8) or between workers with equal performances on
the math quiz (4 v 4, 6 v 6, or 8 v 8). Columns 1 - 3 involve hiring decisions where the payoff rule is
always the same, while Columns 4 - 6 involve hiring decisions where the payoff rule is risky when hiring
female-even-month workers and riskless when hiring male-odd-month workers. All hiring decisions are
from the Birth Month and Gender treatments.

in-group preferences (see Columns 4 - 6 of Table 2, and the odd columns in Appendix Table
A.10 to examine the results separately for each level of risk).23 This suggests that the in-group
preferences in the stark environment of the riskless decisions is likely reflective of image concerns,
including potentially experimenter demand. Alternatively, it may be that in an environment
with limited reasons for selecting one worker over another (i.e. the two workers have identical
easy-round performances), in-group preferences serve as a “tie-breaker” of sorts. But, with the
introduction of risk, this tie-breaker is less relevant, significantly reducing the role of in-group
23

See Columns 3 and 4 of Appendix Table A.9 for an interacted model.
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preferences.24

3.5

Do our results extend to other decisions?

In Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, we focus on hiring decisions between two workers with identical
easy round performances. It is in these decisions that we see clear evidence of discrimination:
differential treatment by employers of two employees with identical performance information. In
this section, we examine whether our results extend to additional hiring decisions where: (i) the
individual performances of the two workers is uncertain, or (ii) the female-even-month worker
has a better easy round performance than the male-odd-month worker does.
The first set of additional hiring decisions involves the 12 decisions that employers make
as part of the Information Stage. In each of these decisions, the distribution of easy round
performances for some subset of female-even-month workers and the distribution of easy round
performances for some subset of male-odd-month workers are displayed. Employers then choose
between a female-even-month worker and male-odd-month worker, knowing that their worker will
be randomly drawn from the subset of workers comprising the relevant, displayed distribution.
As shown in Appendix Table A.1, these displayed distributions, on average, largely favor maleodd-month workers. This is not surprising given the true underlying average performance gap.
Out of the 24 distributions that are displayed in the math version or in the sports version, there
are only 3 sets of distributions that favor the female-even-month workers and 1 set of distributions
that neither favors the male-odd-month workers nor the female-even-month workers in terms of
average performance difference within the subset.
Here, we focus on the decisions over the 20 distributions for which the average performance
gap favors the male-odd-month workers.25 The corresponding decisions can be summarized as
follows (and see Appendix Figure A.3 and Appendix Table A.12 for reference). First, employers are less likely to hire from the lower-performing distribution: female workers in the Gender
treatment are hired 33% of the time when the average performance gap of the displayed distributions favors male workers. Second, this lower hiring rate is not specific to gender: even-month
workers in the Birth Month treatment are hired 29% of the time, significantly lower than the
33% of the time that female workers are hired in the Gender treatment. This suggests that our
main result replicates in this environment: there is less hiring of women than men, but it is not
driven by gender-specific animus. Third, as in our riskless decisions over workers with identical
performances, evidence for in-group preferences is substantial and significant. Female employers
are 16 percentage points more likely to hire female workers in the Gender treatment than male
24

If we breakdown the data by domain, we document significant in-group preferences in both math and sports,
but again, only in the riskless decisions. Within each domain, the introduction of risk completely eliminates
in-group preferences. See Appendix Table A.11.
25
As one would expect, the results are much noisier when only considering the 3 distributions for which the
average performance gap favors the female-even-month worker (see Appendix Figure A.4 and Appendix Table
A.13) and the 1 distribution for which there is no average performance gap (see Appendix Figure A.5 and
Appendix Table A.14).
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employers are, and even-month employers are 6 percentage points more likely to hire even-month
workers in the Birth Month treatment than odd-month employers are. Indeed, the slight preference for hiring female, as compared to even-month, workers appears entirely driven by stronger
in-group preferences within the Gender treatment for these Information Stage decisions.
The second set of additional hiring decisions involves employers in the Hiring Stage choosing between pairs of workers in which the female-even-month worker has a better easy round
performance than the male-odd-month worker. The corresponding decisions can be summarized
as follows (and see Appendix Figure A.6 as well as Appendix Table A.15 for reference). First,
female-even-month workers are hired nearly 90% of the time in both of our treatments when the
decision does not involve risk, suggesting that any belief-based discrimination against femaleeven-month workers is not so strong as to induce employers not to hire a worker with a strictly
better easy round performance. Second, we again do not observe any evidence consistent with
taste-based animus against female workers: female workers in the Gender treatment are not less
likely to be hired than even-month workers in the Birth Month treatment. Third, while rates
of hiring the female-even-month worker fall with the introduction of risk (just as in the case
of equal performances), the female-even-month worker is still hired no less often in the Gender
treatment than in the Birth Month treatment even under the risky decisions. And, finally, we do
not observe any significant differences according to the demographics of the employer, suggesting
that in-group preferences are not so strong as to overcome a desire to hire the worker with the
better easy round performance.

3.6

Do our results extend to a simplified, between-subjects environment?

We also document the robustness of our findings in a second, simplified experiment. In this
simplified experiment, employers make just a single hiring decision in the Hiring Stage, and we
introduce risk as an “excuse” not to hire across-employer, rather than within-employer. This
simplified experiment thus allows us to show that our results are not simply driven by bracketing
concerns or cognitive load concerns that may arise when employers make many hiring decisions,
as in our original experiment.
The design is as follows. First, employers complete the Elicitation of Prior Beliefs Stage.
Second, they proceed to a very simplified version of the Information Stage in which they are
shown only the final screen of the Information Stage from the original experiment (i.e., the
complete distributions of performances of all female-even-month workers and male-odd-month
workers) and do not make any decisions about whom to hire from these distributions. Third,
employers complete the Elicitation of Posterior Beliefs Stage. Fourth, and most importantly,
the Hiring Stage is shortened so that employers only make a single hiring decision. They must
choose to hire either a female-even-month worker or a male-odd-month worker, each of whom
earned a score of 4 on the easy quiz.
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Just as in our original experiment, we randomly assign employers to either the Gender treatment or the Birth Month treatment. To accommodate the one-hiring decision nature of the simplified experiment, we also randomly assign employers to either make this decision in the risky
or riskless paradigm. All employers in the riskless paradigm make a hiring decision in which the
payoff rule for hiring either worker is the same, while all employers in the risky paradigm make a
hiring decision in which the payoff rule is altered so that there is only a 99% chance of receiving
the payoff if the female-even-month worker is hired. Thus, in this simplified experiment, the
introduction of risk is an across-subject treatment variation, rather than within-subject. Finally,
all employers are assigned to the math version of the experiment, reducing the number of employers we need in order to be adequately powered to identify differences across the original and
simplified versions of the experiment.
We ran this study on Amazon Mechanical Turk in November 2019 with 1995 employers; it was
advertised as a 10-minute academic study with a completion payment of $1.50, plus additional
payment based upon the hiring decision made.26 With the exception of the details described
above, the rest of the experimental design exactly replicates the original hiring experiment,
including our use of the same available pool of workers.
To compare the decisions made by employers in our simplified experiment to the decisions
made by employers in our original experiment, we restrict our analysis to the common hiring
decisions across these two experiments: those involving two workers, both with a performance of
4 on the easy math quiz.
Focusing first on the riskless hiring decisions involving two workers both with a performance
of 4 on the easy math quiz, Figure 7 shows that the results are remarkably consistent across the
simplified experiment and the original experiment. Most importantly, our main result strongly
replicates: women are no less likely to be hired under the Gender treatment than under the
Birth Month treatment. In fact, while there is significant discrimination against the femaleeven-month worker in the Birth Month treatment, women are hired at a rate indistinguishable
from 50% within the Gender treatment in both the simplified and original experiments for this
particular decision.
We also find a high degree of consistency between the original and simplified experiments
when we consider the risky decisions. Appendix Table A.16 replicates Table 1, focusing only
on the decisions of interest (riskless and risky hiring decisions involving two workers both with
a performance of 4 on the easy math quiz). We present the results for both the simplified
experiment (Panel A) and the original experiment (Panel B). The main result is quite similar
across both: in both riskless and risky decisions, the Gender treatment has a significant, positive
impact on the probability of hiring women.
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We recruited 2000 Mturkers, but 5 employers either did not submit the proper evidence of HIT completion
or had participated in the original version of this experiment despite our efforts to exclude them. We drop those
5 Mturkers from our sample.
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Finally, in considering heterogenous effects, results from our simplified experiment further
cast doubt on the robustness of in-group preferences. While in-group preferences were observed
in our riskless but not risky decisions in our original experiment, Appendix Figure A.7 and
Appendix Table A.17 show that in-group preferences are not even observed within the riskless
decisions of our simplified experiment. There are no significant in-group preferences conditional
on stated beliefs in the simplified experiment, either in the riskless or the risky decisions.

Probability of hiring female-even-month worker
0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

Probability of hiring female-even-month worker
0
.1
.2
.3
.4
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.6

Figure 7: Comparing the simplified versus original math version: Hiring decisions between workers with same performance levels of 4 and same payoff rule

Gender
Treatment

Birth Month
Treatment

Gender
Treatment

(a) Simplified Math Version

Birth Month
Treatment

(b) Original Math Version

Thus, our conclusions drawn from across the many decisions of the original experiment and
from the new simplified experiment are remarkably consistent. In our experiments, discrimination
against female workers appears to be driven by beliefs, as quite consistently, women are not
significantly less likely to be hired when labeled as women than when labeled as even-month
workers. This is true even when image concerns are largely reduced, through the introduction of
a veil on employers’ intentions.

4

Conclusion

We leverage a controlled environment in order to disentangle the motivations behind discrimination against women in a male-typed employment context. We find ample evidence of
discrimination against women, as employers, on average, are significantly less likely to hire a
woman compared to an equally able man.
This discrimination, however, is not specific to gender. When workers are identified as members of one of two groups, we observe similar levels of discrimination against the lower-performing
group regardless of whether they are identified according to gender or birth month. This evidence
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points to an important role for beliefs about performance in explaining discriminatory practices.
In this way, theories of stereotyping and belief formation may be particularly important for
understanding and reducing discrimination.
In our setting, beliefs and tastes work in opposite directions in driving discrimination. When
considering the overall results in our context, beliefs push employers to hire women less often,
while tastes, if anything, seem to push employers to hire women more often. This is particularly
true in the arguably more career relevant domain of math as compared to sports. Future work
should investigate whether this is reflective of belief-based discrimination (perhaps particularly
in comparison to animus-driven discrimination) as being viewed as appropriate, acceptable, or
commonplace.
We also provide evidence on in-group preferences, finding that male employers, more so than
female employers, discriminate against female workers in the Gender treatment. Again however,
this finding is not specific to gender. Odd-month employers, more so than even-month employers,
discriminate against even-month workers. This evidence highlights how discrimination can be
mitigated by in-group preferences or activated by out-group animus. We caution, however, that
when employers are provided with a veil on their intentions, the addition of risk to the decision, we
no longer observe a significant role for in-group preferences. The evidence for in-group preferences
is quite mixed across the many decisions we consider.
The value in our paper is showing both how and why it is important to construct careful
control comparisons to narrow in on the drivers of discrimination. More specifically, there are
three main takeaways from our approach that could help to inform future investigations on
the drivers of gender discrimination. First, providing ample information on the distribution of
performances for a group — but varying whether the gender of that group is known — is a
powerful way to examine the role of beliefs related to average group differences. Average group
differences are central to many theories of discrimination; collecting data that speaks directly to
their importance provides clearer evidence on these theories. Second, labeling a control group by
an arbitrary characteristic — rather than simply removing a gender label — allows one to narrow
in on gender-specific channels. It prevents one from attributing taste-based considerations that
are driven by in-group preferences to gender. While using birth month to label groups may be
an unusual approach, it serves our purposes well. Future work could follow a similar approach
with other, more common group associations such as those based upon school affiliation, section
or classroom assignment, workplace group, office location, or teams. Third, introducing a veil for
intentions by building off of the approach in Exley (2015) — given that decisions outside of the
laboratory frequently involve such noise or plausible veils — allows one to speak to the robustness
of findings even in rather abstract environments (e.g., by minimizing the role of image concerns,
including those related to social desirability or experimenter demand concerns, in driving results).
It is worth emphasizing that we find evidence for discrimination against women even in a
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stark environment. In our riskless decisions, employers make a side-by-side decision between a
male worker and a female worker with identical resumes, there is little ambiguity to use to justify
discrimination, and it is quite cheap to not appear sexist. And, yet, we find that employers, on
average, are willing to discriminate against women. In this way, our findings underscore the
challenges faced by members of a group that is believed to be lower-performing on average. Mere
membership in a lower-performing group — even when this membership is outside of the control
of the worker and based on an arbitrary characteristic — is sufficient for discrimination to follow.
This challenge, moreover, may be exacerbated for members of a group that is not well-represented
among decision-makers. For instance, had all employers been males in our study, the overall level
of discrimination against female workers would have been greater. This suggests a need for future
work to better understand whether and how shared social identities may reduce discriminatory
behavior.
More generally, finding effective remedies for discrimination remains an important challenge
for social scientists, policy-makers, and organizational leaders. While future work is clearly
needed on this issue, we offer a few suggestions here. Our results suggest that beliefs about
average group differences are an important driver of discriminatory behavior. Thus, designing
processes that reduce reliance on beliefs about candidates that are informed largely by group
membership, and not individual characteristics, should help to limit the extent to which beliefbased discrimination occurs in hiring and other workplace decision-making. This could mean
collecting more, and more objective, information from each candidate. Acknowledgement of and
reflection on beliefs may also be helpful: ask, what beliefs do I hold about the capabilities of this
candidate, what informs those beliefs, and would I hold those same beliefs if this candidate were
of another gender (race, socioeconomic status, etc.)?
Our work shows the important role for beliefs in a stylized hiring experiment. The advantage
of the controlled paradigm is our ability to isolate beliefs as a mechanism. But, understanding
how our results would generalize to other contexts is an important question for future research.
For instance, if we move to an environment or paradigm in which an employer is likely to believe
that women outperform men on average, our results and framework would predict discrimination against men, again driven by beliefs; is this what we would observe empirically? Another
important step is moving beyond this type of stylized paradigm. Future work should consider
the role for beliefs in contributing to discrimination in other more complex settings, particularly
in the field.
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